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Yao Yang on Why China and the
U.S. Need to Talk
�e Chinese economist discusses why a
prosperous China is good for the U.S.; recent
changes in the Chinese leadership; and how
Beijing sees relations with Russia, the U.S. and
Europe.

Q & A

Yao Yang (https://en.nsd.pku.edu.cn/faculty/fulltime/y/239558.htm) is one
of China’s leading economists. As dean of Peking University’s National
School of Development and director of the school ’s Center for Economic
Research, Yao has put a priority on research to further China’s economic and
political development. As he explains in the interview below, top academics
in China have a closer relationship with the government than do similar
academics in the U.S. He is a member of the Chinese Economist 50 Forum,
whose members often play signi�cant government roles, and also a member
of the �eoretic Economics Committee at China’s governing State Council.
Long seen as an economic reformer, Yao got his PhD at the University of
Wisconsin at Madison and participates in so-called “Track Two” talks
between academics and former government o�cials in the U.S. and China
and aimed at trying to improve relations between the two countries.
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Q: Let’s start with what I’d call the China-Russia alliance. Why
would China look to get so closely interlinked with Russia at the
expense of relations with the U.S. and Europe? From the U.S.
perspective, that looks like a really bad decision economically.

A: I don’t think China and Russia have formed an alliance. China
never uses the word alliance. We only call it a partnership. It is only the
Russians saying that Russia and China are e�ectively in alliance.

Yao Yang.
Illustration by Lauren Crow
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In terms of economic relations, China and Russia have a large trade
volume of about $100 billion. [Editor’s note: trade between the two
countries actually reached $190 billion in 2022
(https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202301/1283761.shtml).] So the
two countries economically are linked together. But of course, the U.S.
and China’s trade volume is much, much larger. [Editor’s note: U.S.-
China trade was $691 billion in 2022
(https://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/balance/c5700.htm), with a
$383 billion surplus for China.] So the United States is more
important economically to China.

But politically, China and Russia have gotten closer in recent
years. �at’s mostly because the United States has adopted a policy of
trying to decouple from China. And more importantly, politically, the
U.S. wants to isolate China. In a sense, it is the United States that’s
pushing China toward Russia on the political front.

Even if you believe the U.S. is trying to isolate China, are you
concerned that China might be in danger of hurting its economic
relations with Europe?

I would say China’s attitude toward Russia can be described by
principled neutrality. China recently issued a call for a peaceful
settlement for the Russian-Ukraine con�ict. In that statement China
said clearly that all countries should respect the U.N. charter. Russia’s
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invasion of Ukraine is clearly a violation of the U.N. charter. And
China has sent humanitarian aid to Ukraine [Editor’s note: Chinese
o�cials have announced shipments of several million dollars’ worth of
infant formula, quilts, and other aid to Ukraine.] So, I really don’t think
that China is taking sides in the Russian-Ukraine con�ict.

�ere are other countries that have done almost the same thing as
China — for example, India. �e United States or Europe speak about
China but don’t say anything about India. �at to me is quite strange.

In recent weeks, European leaders have also expressed some concerns
about this prolonged war in the Ukraine. Some of them have even
suggested that a peaceful settlement should be a solution to this
con�ict. So, in that sense, China and Europe actually are on the same
side. You also see [French President Emmanuel] Macron and
[European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen] coming to
China together. �is says Europe doesn’t want to isolate China like the
United States has done.

Let’s switch to your assessment of the new Chinese government and
the reshu�ing of the Party’s top positions. Do they indicate a
commitment to economic reform or a move away from that policy?

https://www.thewirechina.com/2022/10/30/chinas-new-politburo-standing-committee/
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To understand China’s recent political change, we have to understand
the problems that were created in the last several decades. Reform and
opening have been the key for China’s economic growth — no doubt
about it. But we also had huge problems. Corruption was just rampant.

�e anti-corruption drive of the last ten years has been powerful, and
punishments have been severe, but we still see government o�cials
taking a huge number of bribes. Because of that, we need strong
leadership.

Second, alliances between politicians and business are controlling
politics, controlling society, controlling business. Political-business
alliances are detrimental for economic growth or for society at large.
�at’s intolerable. But of course, in China we have the Communist
Party, which is very strong. President Xi Jinping has used the Party
structure to smash political-business alliances.

(https://www.thewirechina.com/2022/10/30/chinas-new-politburo-
standing-committee/)

https://www.thewirechina.com/2022/10/30/chinas-new-politburo-standing-committee/
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Look, in the U.S., when the president is in power, who are going to be
the cabinet members? People he trusts. It’s the same in China. If you
can understand the American cabinet, then you can understand the
current composition of the Standing Committee of the Politburo in
China.

In terms of economic policy, I really don’t think that there will be any
change. If you listened to Premier Li Qiang when he spoke at the
Bo’ao Forum, [China’s equivalent of Davos, held annually in Hainan
province], which I attended, you got the sense that he is very
pragmatic, open-minded and wants to work with companies. He had
meetings with CEOs of foreign companies and said, “China is still
open. China wants to trade with foreign companies just like domestic
companies.’

So, my assessment is that the current leadership, because it’s uni�ed, is
going to become more e�ective. Of course, there is a new division of
labor. �e Party side is going to make the decisions and the State
Council is going to implement those decisions. �at’s a good change.
It’s just like the United States. You have the president, and you have

Li Qiang giving the keynote speach at the Bo’ao Forum, March 30, 2023.
Credit: CGTN (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KagWaMYmg7s)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KagWaMYmg7s
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the cabinet. �e president decides the direction, then the cabinet
members implement the president’s decisions. �at’s the same in
China.

Let’s talk about the pandemic. You publicly urged China to ease
restrictions. But when China eliminated the restrictions after some
public protests it did it so abruptly, without a vaccination campaign.
Why do you think China’s leadership acted in the way that it did?

First of all, the Party leadership listens to the people’s call, that’s very
important. �e fundamental objective of the Party is to increase the
people’s welfare. When people felt constrained by those [zero-Covid]
policies, the Party listened.

People, including myself, felt the strict Covid policy was not going to
work toward people’s welfare, and it was not good for the Chinese
economy. �at was the key reason why the leadership just opened up.
�at was a wise decision. �ere was a huge wave of infection. I was
among the �rst batch of people who got infected. But it turned out
that [the number of infections] went up really quickly and also went
down very quickly. 
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At the end of last year, most of us believed that the wave would last for
three months. But in most cities, it only lasted one month. By the
Spring festival, travel resumed, and people forgot about the pandemic.
Even on airplanes, many people don’t wear masks.

Let’s go back a bit to the beginnings of the U.S.-China opening.
Americans believed that tighter relations between the U.S. and
China would lead not just to economic change in China but to
political change — along the lines of a democracy. Do you think that
was ever a realistic goal on the part of the U.S.?

�is was not the �rst time that the United States wanted to change
China. In the �rst part of the twentieth century, the United States also
tried. General Joseph Stillwell spent almost 30 years, the better part of
his life, trying to change China, but that failed. [Editor’s note: U.S.
Army Gen. Stilwell served in China and Burma during World War II
and became chief of sta� to Nationalist leader Chiang Kai-shek. He
pressured Chiang to reform the Chinese army and work with the
Communists to defeat Japan, rather than hoard weapons to defeat Mao
Zedong’s forces.] 

Chiang Kai-shek, Madame Chiang, and General Joseph
Stilwell in Maymo, Burma, April 1942.
Credit: The George C. Marshall Foundation

https://www.marshallfoundation.org/articles-and-features/marshall-and-the-recall-of-stilwell/
https://www.marshallfoundation.org/articles-and-features/marshall-and-the-recall-of-stilwell/
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Of course, the United States also turned the Boxer Rebellion money
into an education fund and helped China to establish an educational
system, including our competitor, Tsinghua University. [Editor’s note:
�e U.S. used Chinese so-called indemnity payments from the 1899
Boxer rebellion against foreign colonialism to fund scholarships in
China and build Tsinghua University]. So the United States really
wanted to help China but, in the end, it failed.

�is time, many Americans, including [National Security Council Asia
chief ] Kurt Campbell, have said that with the opening [to China], the
United States has failed again in trying to change China. �ere is a big
gap between American beliefs and Chinese reality. In a sense that’s
because the United States is such a young country and has been so
successful. In a matter of 100 years, from its establishment, it became
the most powerful, the most prosperous, the most liberal country in the
world. So, Americans naturally developed the sense that, ‘It’s our duty
to spread our ideas to other countries and to change other countries —
to help other countries.’ But China is such an old country and has its
own tradition.

I believe that the current Chinese political system is deeply rooted in
Chinese history. If I dare to criticize Americans, I have to say
Americans are too romantic. It’s impossible to change a country with a
history of 5,000 years. �at country has its own trajectory. Americans
don’t appreciate this. 

(https://www.marshallfoundation.org/articles-and-
features/marshall-and-the-recall-of-stilwell/)
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I’m happy to see that Campbell is changing his view. Several days ago,
he said that the United States no longer seeks to change
China. [Editor’s note: During a March 30 talk at the Center for a New
American Security, Campbell said: “We, in many ways, accept China as
it exists… We often tended to overestimate our ability to dictate how
China will evolve.”]

�at may set a
new stage for
U.S.-China
relations based
on mutual
respect. China
respects the
American
system — and
many Chinese
people are still
inspired by the
American
system. But the
United States
also respects
the Chinese system. Give China time. �e Chinese people are going to
�nd a way to an e�ective political system that provides individual
freedom. �at system probably is going to work di�erently from so-
called liberal democracy, but it could work. 

Everyone has to admit the last 40 years have been
such a success for China. �e Communist Party
has done a good thing for the whole world. I don’t
think enough Americans really appreciate this.

0:00 / 0:47

Kurt Campbell discussing accepting China as it exists
during a �reside chat at the Center for a New
American Security, March 30, 2023. Credit: CNAS
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58Slr60lo1o)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58Slr60lo1o
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It has worked for at least for 40 years [since China began its policy of
reform and opening-up]. Everyone has to admit the last 40 years have
been such a success for China. �e Communist Party has done a good
thing for the whole world. I don’t think enough Americans really
appreciate this.

You have written about village elections in China. Why did you
think they were promising and why have they largely ended? 

First, I don’t think democracy has faded away. �e law is still there, and
the elections are still being held. It’s just the e�ectiveness that has been
reduced. 

I think you are referring to a paper in the American Economic Review.
We spent 16 years on that paper. We have an organizational theory of
democratization. �e central government or the Party faces trade-o�s.

Yao Wang’s paper in the American Economic Review
(https://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/aer.20181249).

https://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/aer.20181249
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On the one hand, it wants to implement its policy and it needs local
o�cials to do that. But on the other hand, it needs local people to
monitor those local o�cials.

When the government’s capability is low or when the government does
not have enough money, the Party relies more on local people to
monitor local o�cials. But when the government becomes richer and
its role has become better [de�ned], its capability increases. �en they
can say, “Oh, we can control the local cadre. We really don’t need [local
people to provide oversight].” 

Elections are still there but local governments play a more active role in
deciding the candidates. Of course, those candidates are still subject to
a vote.

But if the local governments are selecting the candidates, you’re not
going to get candidates who are critical of the local government. Isn’t
that the problem? 

It’s like democracy in the National People’s Congress. It’s more like a
deliberative democracy; it is not a contestable democracy.

You also wrote a paper toward the end of the Trump administration
saying you expected the con�ict between the U.S. and China would
continue under Biden but that the U.S. would ease economic
sanctions and tari�s on China. �at hasn’t happened. Were people in
China expecting a big change with the Biden administration?

https://www.thewirechina.com/2021/03/21/bidens-china-team/
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I was in the minority at that time. Most people in China believed that
the Biden administration would continue the Trump policy.
Unfortunately, they turned out to be right.

In the Trump administration, the cabinet was quite fragmented. �ere
were people who were quite anti-China, but I don’t think they were
intelligent enough, from the American perspective, to form a coherent
strategy on China. In the Biden administration, from an American
perspective, the people are more rational. �ey have formed a coherent
strategy on China. 

It was a surprise to me because American attempts to decouple from
China are detrimental for the American economy. �e United States
has punished China but at a huge cost.

�e Biden administration expected that China would be so happy to
get rid of Trump that they would make a gesture of some kind to ease
relations. Do you think both countries were waiting for the other to
move?

(https://www.thewirechina.com/2021/03/21/bidens-china-team/)

https://www.thewirechina.com/2021/03/21/bidens-china-team/
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Neither side wants to lose face.

If Blinken had visited China, things would have become much better.
[Editor’s note: Secretary of State Antony Blinken called o� his planned
trip to China in February in the wake of the Chinese spy balloon
controversy.] �e balloon incident really had a disruptive e�ect on the
U.S-.China relationship. I believe that was unnecessary. It is a balloon
that was used by scientists. It was �own over the United States by
accident. 

But I also see there are more rational people in the U.S., who really
want to see the two countries ease tensions. Hank Greenberg just led
several dozen people to sign an open letter to the leaders of both
countries calling for them to ease the tension. I fully support their call.
I also really appreciate their courage to speak out. [Editor’s note:
Insurance executive Maurice “Hank” Greenberg
(https://www.thewirechina.com/2022/09/04/hank-greenberg-insuring-
engagement/), a longtime China hand, published a letter in the Wall
Street Journal on April 5, signed by 22 former U.S. o�cials, business
leaders, and others calling on Presidents Biden and Xi to “repair and
stabilize the state of a�airs between our two countries.”]

For decades, China has depended on U.S. business leaders to
in�uence politics in Washington. In the past, that certainly worked,
but it really doesn’t anymore.

We believe that the United States and the whole
world should design a new governance model that
accommodates countries with di�erent political
systems. �at’s our bottom line.

https://www.thewirechina.com/2022/09/04/hank-greenberg-insuring-engagement/
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If some people speak out, that’s good. �is time, it is not just business
people. I see the president of the Peterson Institute and the president
of CSIS [Center for Strategic and International Studies] also signed
the open letter. It’s not just from the business community, it’s also from
major think tanks.

Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen, and Commerce Secretary Gina
Raimondo have said they want to visit China, and the Commerce
and Finance ministries in China have said they would welcome such
visits. Do you think that might be an opening?

I don’t know the details, but if they can make a trip of course that’s
going to be good in easing tensions between the two countries. But in
terms of e�ectiveness, probably Blinken’s visit is more important. He
has a more important position in the Biden cabinet. I do hope that
Blinken will resume his visit to China.

It has long been said by U.S o�cials that a prosperous China is in
the U.S.’s interest. But a lot of people are rethinking that. How
would you make the argument to Americans? 

�e United States is a country with a mission. �e American people
believe that their mission, at least a part of it, is to increase the
prosperity of humankind. So, if one-�fth of the world’s population can
become prosperous, that’s certainly in America’s interest. Morally,
American people should not reject that. 

If China had stayed as poor as it was 40 years ago, I can’t imagine what
kind of problems we would be facing. �at’s not just problems for
China, that’s problems for the whole world. So, from those two points

Adam Posen, Peterson Institute for
International Economics President.
Credit: World Economic Forum via Flickr
(https://www.�ickr.com/photos/worlde
gunHs4-evE9HK-SgyRkW-2mKCnei-

John Hamre, CSIS President. Credit:
CSIS via Flickr
(https://www.�ickr.com/photos/csis_er/
dV1umB-nHmnrS-mL289B-mL3V2s-
nZQMbk-raewad-dnhfDD-u8pz9n-

https://www.flickr.com/photos/worldeconomicforum/10166576193/in/photolist-gunHs4-evE9HK-SgyRkW-2mKCnei-TA7VCE-SAdjPt-rPMmSZ-rPEow5-guo2Xw-SAdoP2-SAdk2x-rMUCC2-dP5jqy-guomUr-TA7Y15-gun6AJ-TLoXG1-gun6Qm-TA7XYG-SAdmsD-SAdmpT-evHhxG-SAdnnp-RKuk6E-TA82Ww-TeXNcU-TLoXbb-rar4wi-raewad-rPDejh-rar4hk-RKukAs-R6dstP-rMUBXp-rPEo4S-FBzGk6-RKukfs-Fa2g2L-R3xVbh-8UShuF-8UUiM3-8URf9X-8UUiMQ-FBzG32-8UShvt-9ztRK7-Fa2gkb-EE2cke-8FfKiq-8FczXT
https://www.flickr.com/photos/csis_er/8476150891/in/photolist-dV1umB-nHmnrS-mL289B-mL3V2s-nZQMbk-raewad-dnhfDD-u8pz9n-fm5sZU-mL3UQ5-mL24Zn-f5MTgq-tGHqHG-okCa41-7AoW5z-dY4CuL-qVMyoR-tFzEjK-f5MRJd-foNEhL-jKDSBD-fm5sYA-n1hjTA-rYwvEd-fkQiUc-fkQhBx-foyoca-sg52iB-i4d7cL-i4dFhc-7Atbn9-rN6oTB-n1fyfk-w6SxEx-rYwvEJ-dXXWYt-hhKD9e-n1fA3Z-dR1P2A-9fGbEL-n1higC-fkQiun-mwBsBb-f5xxwB-dY4Ccw-fm5tDG-n1fAJ8-ec58HV-n1fGK4-dR1NZL
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of view, a prosperous China is in America’s interest.

You have been involved in the so-called Track Two e�orts between
academics and former o�cials of China and the U.S. for quite a
while. Have the talks made a di�erence?

I don’t know if they matter on the U.S. side, but they certainly matter
on the Chinese side. We provide information and write reports to
relevant government agencies. I believe that the information we have
provided has helped the relevant agencies make decisions.

Most recently you have worked with a group of academics to come
up with a way of discussing problems between the two countries by
dividing them into di�erent categories for consideration. Why do
you think that’s important?

Yao Yang speaking at a China Economic
Observer (CEO) event on policy and the
economy, March 18, 2021. Credit: CEO
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We believe that the United States and the whole world should design a
new governance model that accommodates countries with di�erent
political systems. �at’s our bottom line. We have to tolerate
di�erences. �at’s why we put things in four categories.

We want to make this a technical issue. �at’s probably the professional
bias of economists. We want to put things on ground and then �nd a
solution. �is kind of exchange is important. Academic economists,
sociologists, political scientists, or legal scholars can step back and look
at the bilateral issues in a broader framework — that is for the
common good of the whole world. 

When we last spoke, you said you thought restarting high-level
government talks would be important. Why?

�at would be very useful. To me, the United States’ [sanctions on
China] are violating international customs for country-to-country
relationships. �at’s detrimental, of course, for China’s technological
progress, but it is also detrimental for the whole world. It is going to
retard technological progress in the whole world.

President Joe Biden with TSMC
(https://www.thewirechina.com/2023/03/05/tsmc-turning-point/)
of�cials and other industry executives during their tour of the new TSMC
semiconductor plant in Phoenix, Arizona, December 6, 2022. Credit: The
White House via Flickr

https://www.thewirechina.com/2023/03/05/tsmc-turning-point/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/52651362680/in/photolist-2odBYN7-2odBZMb-2odB896-2odB8cN-2odBZLK-2odzJNJ-2od8K3H-2nUyf5B-2o4YaJA-2nW1taK-2odxcJp-2odzJRe-2odzJNZ-2mbrK61-2nSviNp-2o1PnQ5-2ogW7C2-2nSRzYM-2nQWJv6-2o5mNv6-2nTjZQh-2nRBHrJ-2nTGfHG-2nTPunV-2nWGgZc-2nSvw9G
https://www.thewirechina.com/2023/03/05/tsmc-turning-point/
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For example, when the United States decouples from China in the
semiconductor sector, China has to build its own research and
industrial capacity to produce semiconductors. �at is unnecessary in
an integrated world. 

�e United States should move to the higher end [in semiconductor
technology]. But instead the United States now wants to attract
companies to produce semiconductors while China is trying to
replicate unnecessary technologies. �at’s a total waste on both sides.
�e two countries should sit down and talk about this because it is a
lose-lose game.

Second, from the Chinese perspective, I suggested to the government
that we should talk with the United States. We should not just
complain that the current world system is not supportive of China.
China has bene�ted from the last round of globalization. �e United
States has also gained, but not as much as China. In the U.S., there are
huge imbalances and problems. �ose who are rich have become richer.
�ose who are poor have stayed poor. �e United States wants to
change this.

I think that gives China the perfect opportunity to join [global]
rulemaking. �e United States is still the most powerful country in the
world. If we want to build new rules, we cannot circumvent the United
States to create a parallel system. �at’s just impossible. So, the only
way for China is to talk with the United States to set up the new rules.
I �rmly believe rules-based competition is the best solution for the two
countries.

(https://www.�ickr.com/photos/whitehouse/52651362680/in/photolist-
2odBYN7-2odBZMb-2odB896-2odB8cN-2odBZLK-2odzJNJ-2od8K3H-
2nUyf5B-2o4YaJA-2nW1taK-2odxcJp-2odzJRe-2odzJNZ-2mbrK61-
2nSviNp-2o1PnQ5-2ogW7C2-2nSRzYM-2nQWJv6-2o5mNv6-2nTjZQh-
2nRBHrJ-2nTGfHG-2nTPunV-2nWGgZc-2nSvw9G)

https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/52651362680/in/photolist-2odBYN7-2odBZMb-2odB896-2odB8cN-2odBZLK-2odzJNJ-2od8K3H-2nUyf5B-2o4YaJA-2nW1taK-2odxcJp-2odzJRe-2odzJNZ-2mbrK61-2nSviNp-2o1PnQ5-2ogW7C2-2nSRzYM-2nQWJv6-2o5mNv6-2nTjZQh-2nRBHrJ-2nTGfHG-2nTPunV-2nWGgZc-2nSvw9G
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/52651362680/in/photolist-2odBYN7-2odBZMb-2odB896-2odB8cN-2odBZLK-2odzJNJ-2od8K3H-2nUyf5B-2o4YaJA-2nW1taK-2odxcJp-2odzJRe-2odzJNZ-2mbrK61-2nSviNp-2o1PnQ5-2ogW7C2-2nSRzYM-2nQWJv6-2o5mNv6-2nTjZQh-2nRBHrJ-2nTGfHG-2nTPunV-2nWGgZc-2nSvw9G
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American o�cials no longer trust China. �ey believe that China is
arming militarily and will try to displace the U.S. as the number-one
power. Certainly, you’re right that there is economic waste. But
security concerns now override economic e�ciency.

I don’t believe so. First of all, China’s military progress is proportional
to China’s GDP growth. If you look at the share of military spending
in China’s GDP, that has not increased. Military spending is just
keeping up with the pace of economic growth. 

But China’s GDP is now more than 70 percent of America’s level, so
naturally China’s military is catching up with the United States. �is is
probably just a minority view — I’m not an IR [international relations]

U.S. Marine Corps General Joseph F. Dunford Jr. (right), then chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and his Chinese counterpart General Fang
Fenghui, sign the Joint Staff Dialogue Mechanism, an agreement to
improve communication between the two militaries and reduce the chances
of miscalculations. The Ba Yi (People’s Liberation Army
headquarters), August 15, 2017. Credit: U.S. Navy Petty Of�cer 1st Class
Dominique A. Pineiro (https://www.jcs.mil/Media/News/News-
Display/Article/1278963/us-chinese-military-leaders-sign-agreement-to-
increase-communication/)

https://www.jcs.mil/Media/News/News-Display/Article/1278963/us-chinese-military-leaders-sign-agreement-to-increase-communication/
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person, I’m an economist, so I can say this without hurting my career.
A large country needs space. From the China side, when we look
around, we are encircled by the American military presence. We don’t
feel comfortable with that. 

�at’s why I believe the two countries have to sit down and talk. China
doesn’t feel comfortable about American military encirclement around
China. �e United States says, ‘�is is my territory. It has been so for
70 years, so China, you are revisionist.’ �at inevitably will lead to
military con�ict. �at’s why it is so important for the two countries to
talk to each other.

Now, regarding Taiwan, mainland China’s �rst choice is still peaceful
uni�cation. �at has never changed. But if the United States pushes
China into the corner and encourages independence movements in
Taiwan, then probably that’s going to lead to military con�ict in this
region.

Henry Kissinger discusses the historical perspectives of war during the
World Economic Forum Annual Meeting in Davos, January 17, 2023.
Credit: WEF (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbCFnn_g_MI)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbCFnn_g_MI
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We should do everything to avoid military confrontation between our
two countries. We met Henry Kissinger in New York City, and he said,
‘Competition cannot be avoided between the two countries, but we
should do everything possible to avoid a hot war between our two
countries.’

I really admire him. He’s a wise man. Americans, particularly American
politicians, should listen carefully to Dr. Kissinger. He has gone
through the Cold War, and he engineered the rapprochement of the
United States with China. I don’t think Americans have paid enough
respect to Dr. Kissinger’s advice.

In 2011, you forecast that China’s GDP on a nominal basis, and on a
dollar basis, would surpass the U.S. in 2021. �at didn’t happen but
now you think that will occur by 2028 or 2030 and that in 2049,
Chinese GDP may be twice the size of the U.S. If that occurs, what
do you think the impact would be? 

My prediction turned out to be too optimistic. I didn’t expect China to
go through a restructuring over the last 10 years or so. Of course, the
government also made a lot of mistakes that delayed China’s growth.
But if China can keep an average 5 percent annual growth, then by
2028 or 2030, China will take over the United States in nominal GDP
terms. If China continues to grow, by 2049 China’s GDP will be twice
the level of American GDP.

�e implication is clear: China is going to become the largest economy
in the world. And China’s military spending is going to be at least half
of the American level.
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At least half or at least twice? 

If China’s GDP becomes twice the American level, then Chinese
military spending is going to be as large as American military
spending. �at’s because in terms of share of GDP, China’s spending is
half of America’s level.

So that’s going to be a huge change. �at doesn’t mean that China is
going to challenge the United States militarily. It’s just like the United
States today. It doesn’t want to challenge China militarily.

It would also have a huge economic impact. 

Yes. Today, the United States is a last resort of consumption for the
whole world. Probably in 10 years’ time, we are going to see the two
largest consumer markets in the world — one United States, one
China — providing demand for other countries.

Let me switch back to Peking University where you are a dean. We
read here about the importance and the spread of Xi Jinping �ought
[applying Xi Jinping’s theories and statements throughout society].
What impact does that have on your school and your work? 

At Peking University, we are academic economists. We do independent
studies. But in terms of Xi Jinping �ought, there is an impact. If you
are a Party member, you have to study it. But if you are not a Party
member, you’re not required to study it. 

… economic growth is still important in China.
�at’s why the government still listens to us. In the
U.S., the society is rich enough that economists
have been marginalized.
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In our school, the majority of professors are not Party members. But
even for Party members, the key is not to recite what Xi Jinping has
said, it’s for us to connect our academic research with Chinese reality.
�at’s the key. I mean, Xi Jinping is quite conscious about innovation
and new theories.

If I can say a few words about economic research, which is my
profession: I would have to say that economic research in the United
States is going into a dead end because it is out of touch with reality.
Many economists just make a living out of their profession. �ey
actually don’t care about what’s happening in the world. And for the

The Governance of China Volume Four, published in
2022, articulates Xi Jinping Thought and contains
speeches and writing from Xi Jinping. Credit: Goodreads
(https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/61468681-
xi-jinping)

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/61468681-xi-jinping
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last 20-something years, Chinese economists have unfortunately
followed the American model. �ey do research, get data, put the data
into a regression, get some results, and then publish a paper.

I always tell our young professors and young economists, ‘Don’t waste
your time. �ink of when you are old, when your grandchildren ask
you, Grandpa, what have you done in your lifetime?’ If you say, I have
published a paper in AER [American Economic Review], your
grandson will ask, So? What’s the purpose of your life?’

Don’t treat your profession as just a way to make a living. You have to
be part of the society you’re studying. For that, I think that Xi Jinping
is quite right. He asks us to serve China. 

In his words, he said, “You have to write your papers, your articles on
the ground of the Chinese soil.” �at’s perfectly correct. My sense is
that many economists in China have not fully understood his advice.
We should do that. 

Only if we do real research, useful research for China, can we make a
contribution to economic progress. So combining our research with
reality is in accordance with the Party line. In that sense, the Party is
perfectly correct.

Are you a Party member? 

Yes. I’m a �rm believer in socialism.

Can you explain the role of academics in China in terms of helping
to make policy or to in�uence policy?

Academic economists in China have more in�uence on government
policy than academic economists in the U.S — among the top
universities obviously. 

One of the reasons is that economic growth is still important in China.
�at’s why the government still listens to us. In the U.S., the society is
rich enough that economists have been marginalized. In a sense, people
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don’t care what economists are saying, except for a few of them. 

But in China, almost everything is related to economic growth; the
government is still really keen about economic growth. �at’s why we
have been frequently consulted. When we say things publicly,
policymakers listen. Sometimes, after I �nish in a forum, I get phone
calls from government o�cials. �is kind of interaction is really
frequent.

In the U.S., some economists argue that the U.S. didn’t really
appreciate how much an undervalued exchange rate was an
enormous driver of economic growth in China. Do you think that’s
correct?

Yes. I wrote a paper on this topic. Our calculation shows that an
undervalued currency helped China’s growth. Not just China, but also
Germany and Japan in the 1950s and 1960s, and ’70s also. 

Yao Yang speaks during a panel focused on industrial supply chains during
the Bo’ao Forum for Asia Annual Conference 2023 in Bo’ao, Hainan
Province, March 28, 2023. Credit: BFA
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�ere are conditions for a �xed rate exchange rate to work to
undervalue the currency. �e most important one is that your economy
has unutilized resources — like labor resources or land resources that
you can mobilize toward exports. In that case, a �xed rate exchange rate
can undervalue the currency, and promote exports and growth. 

Click here to read more articles from �e Wire China on trade.
(https://www.thewirechina.com/topic/trade/)

But that practice comes with a cost. �e �xed rate also reduces the
share of labor income in the country. In a sense, it is a kind of a forced
saving device. It moves part of the income from ordinary workers to
capital owners, and the capital owners reinvest that income into the
economy.

�at’s why I said, after China has used up its surplus labor and its land
becomes less abundant, we should change to a �exible exchange rate.
�e �xed rate exchange rate doesn’t work.

After the interview, Yao answered the following question by email –
Who do you think won the trade war? 

No one won the trade war because it has hurt both sides. Relatively
speaking, the U.S. has lost more than China – the tari�s have not
reduced China’s exports to the U.S. or China’s trade surplus with the
US. U.S.-China trade has found a new equilibrium at higher tari�s.

I see that you have your PhD at University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Did you become a football fan when you were there? 

Not really. I played basketball.

https://www.thewirechina.com/topic/trade/
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Bob Davis, a former correspondent at �e Wall Street
Journal, covered U.S.-China relations beginning in
the 1990s. He co-authored “Superpower Showdown
(https://www.amazon.com/Superpower-Showdown-
Battle-Between-�reatens-
ebook/dp/B07Z3RZ9NY),” with Lingling Wei,
which chronicles the two nations’ economic and trade
rivalry. He can be reached via bobdavisreports.com
(http://bobdavisreports.com/).

https://www.amazon.com/Superpower-Showdown-Battle-Between-Threatens-ebook/dp/B07Z3RZ9NY
http://bobdavisreports.com/

